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Reactive motion planning using time-layered C-spaces for a collaborative robot
PaDY

Hisaka Wada, Jun Kinugawa and Kazuhiro Kosuge

Department of Robotics, Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan

ABSTRACT
A reactive motion-planning for collaborative robots using the time-layered C-spaces (TLC-spaces)
is proposed in this paper. First, the time-augmented C-space (TAC-space) is introduced. TAC-space
is an implementation of the configuration-time space with multiple moving obstacles [Latombe JC.
Robotmotionplanning. KluwerAcademic; 1991. p. 22, 23]. The TAC-space is obtainedby stacking the
current and predicted future C-spaces along the time axis using predicted motions of the obstacles.
Then, TLC-spaces is constructed as the collection of only those C-spaces in the TAC-space that are
relevant to the motion planning with moving obstacles. The trajectory that reaches the goal config-
uration at the specified target time is generated under dynamic constraints including robot velocity
and acceleration. We focus on a collaborative robot, PaDY, whose task is to deliver tools and parts to
the worker in a factory. Similar to an actual assembly process in an automobile production system,
six scenarios are selected for the evaluation of the proposed motion planning method. The simula-
tion results using the real-life motion of workers show that the computation time required for the
proposedmotion planning using TLC-spaces is shorter than that of our previousmethod using TAC-
space. The experimental results show that the proposed method is applicable to PaDY in human
environments.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative robots, which assist human workers, have
been developed and used to increase the productivity of
the manufacturing processes that cannot be easily auto-
mated using industrial robots. The concept of collabora-
tive robots was proposed in a medical application using a
passive robot arm to guarantee safe operation of the robot
in 1993 [1]. In 1996, a collaborative robot, cobot, was
invented by J. Edward Colgate and Michael A. Peshkin
based on the passive robotics [2, 3].

Cobots were designed with a view to constraining
the motion of robots along a desired trajectory using
passive robotics [3]. It is intrinsically safe because its
motion is generated by the force/moment applied to it
by its operator. Several cobot systems for automobile
assembly processes, including a floor-based passive door
unloader cobot, were designed and proposed in the late
1990s [4].

In 1999, Y. Yamada et al. proposed Skill-Assist, a robot
system to assist human workers in the handling of heavy
objects [5]. It has been used in automobile assembly pro-
cesses. The weight of the object is completely supported
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by the robot, and the system is operated by the intention
force/moment applied to it. Skill-Assist has entered the
market and used in many automobile factories [6].

PaDY (in-time Parts/toolsDelivery to You robot) (see
Figure 1), a collaborative robot, was proposed in 2010
[7, 8]. It supports a worker executing assembly-line tasks
under a vehicle body by delivering necessary tools and
parts to the worker. It predicts the progress of the work
being performed by a worker and delivers tools and parts
to the worker when he/she needs them [9–12]. It was
installed in an automobile assembly line, and its effec-
tiveness for a real-life assembly process was also demon-
strated [7].

ISO 10218-1 for the safety requirements of industrial
robots has been amended, and ISO 10218-1 for robots
and ISO 10218-2 for robot systems and integration were
established in 2011 [13, 14]. ISO/TS 15066, the techni-
cal specification for collaborative robots, was published
in 2016 [15]. These standards have accelerated the com-
mercialization of collaborative robots. Many companies
have put collaborative robots into the market, for exam-
ple, LBR iiwa [16] and LBR iisy [17] by KUKA, YuMi
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Figure 1. Co-worker robot, named PaDY, in an automobile
assembly process. It has a planar arm with two degrees of free-
dom.

[18] by ABB, UR series by Universal Robots [19], and CR
series by FANUC [20].

These collaborative robots have been designed to be
safe based on the ISO standards and technical specifi-
cations. They stop their motion when a collision with
a worker and/or its environment is detected, to guaran-
tee the safety of the workers in the workspace. They can
be utilized without being isolated from humans, thereby
facilitating their use in human environments. Accord-
ingly, many collaborative robots have been applied to
different production processes

Collaborative robots, however, could not be used as
they are, in a production system such as the automo-
bile assembly line. In the case of PaDY, which assists a
worker involved in an assembly process by delivering
tools and parts necessary for each task of the process,
the assembly work will be delayed if the collaborative
robot stops unexpectedly. Avoiding the halting of the
robot motion is thus a serious issue for the collaborative
robots.

This paper proposes a reactive motion-planning
method for a collaborative robot, PaDY,which is required
to arrive at the goal position at a specified time in a
workspace shared by multiple workers. The proposed
reactive motion-planning method efficiently plans a
collision-free robot trajectory and reduces the instances
of halts to avoid collisions with workers and/or environ-
ments by predicting the motion of the workers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the configuration-time space (CT -space) [21] and its
implementation as Time-augmented C-space (TAC-
space) [22]. Section 3 proposes time-layered C-spaces
(TLC-spaces) for efficient motion planning in the case of
moving obstacles while considering motion constraints
of the robot. Section 4 provides the experimental results
obtained using PaDY. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. TAC-space for motion planning withmoving
obstacles

2.1. Configuration-time space

Considerable research has been performed in the field
of robot motion planning. In 1979, Tomás Lozano-Pérez
et al. proposed path planning for a manipulator in the
configuration space (C-space) to avoid static obstacles
[23]. Fujimura et al. proposed amotion planningmethod
in C-space for a robot with moving obstacles, assuming
that the shapes of the robot and the moving obstacles are
represented by convex polygons [24, 25]. The use of C-
space is a well-known method for the motion planning
of a robot with multiple degrees of freedom. The con-
cept of the configuration-time space (CT -space), or the
path-time space, was proposed as a recursive trajectory-
planningmethod for amanipulatorwithmultiple degrees
of freedom by Kamal Kant and Steven W. Zucker in
1986 [26]. Jean-Claude Latombe suggested the use of
the CT -space for robot motion planning in an environ-
ment with moving obstacles; additionally, they indicated
the difficulties associated with the velocity/acceleration
constraints on robot motion in 1991 [21]. In 1996, Tsub-
ouchi et al. proposed a motion-planning method for a
mobile robot with multiple obstacles moving at constant
velocities in the CT -space [27].

Sampling-based path-planning methods in the C-
space, including probabilistic roadmap (PRM) [28] pro-
posed in 1996 and rapidly exploring random tree (RRT)
[29] proposed in 1998, have been widely used to imple-
ment a real-time motion planner for a manipulator. In
2006, J. van den Berg et al. proposed anytime path plan-
ning for mobile robots assuming obstacles moving at
constant velocities (slanted cylindrical obstacles in the
CT -space) based on PRM [30]. In 2007, Sakahara et al.
proposed a motion planning method that adopted the
RRT algorithm in the CT -space (spatiotemporal space),
assuming obstacles moving at constant velocities [31]. In
2009, Tsai et al. proposed bi-directional RRTs in the CT -
space, and they searched for a path usingRRT in the state-
time space to avoid collision with predicted obstacles
moving at constant speeds using Kalman filter [32].

In this paper, we propose a CT -space based motion-
planning method that efficiently plans the motion in a
workspace with multiple workers (Figure 2).

2.2. Time-augmented C-space

The TAC-space was proposed based on predicted
motions of multiple obstacles [22]. It is an implementa-
tion of the CT -space [21] with multiple moving obsta-
cles. In this subsection, we briefly review the TAC-space,
which is a collection of the current and future C-spaces
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Figure 2. Proposed parts/tools delivery system for assembly tasks.

predicted at each sampling time. Calculation of the C-
space with the locations of the predicted obstacles for
each sampling time requires a significant computation
time.

To reduce the computation time of the C-space and
make the real-time implementation possible, we divide
the workspace into cells via a two-dimensional grid. In
our previous study [22], the workspace was divided into
0.1m × 0.1m square cells. The cell where the worker
assisted by PaDY exists is predicted using the Markov
model, and Kalman filter is used to predict the cells of
the other workers in the workspace. The C-obstacle cor-
responding to each cell is calculated offline. The C-space
at any time can be calculated by the union of the C-
obstacles that correspond to the cells that are occupied by
the obstacles. The TAC-space is generated by collecting
the C-spaces with C-obstacles along the time axis.

An example of motion planning in the TAC-space is
shown in Figure 3. Consider a case wherein only the
PaDY-assisted worker (i.e. main worker) exists in the

workspace, and also assume that the main worker and
PaDY share the same workspace. First, themotion trajec-
tory of the worker is predicted in the workspace using the
Markovmodel, as shown in Figure 3(a). The correspond-
ing C-space for each sampling time is obtained from the
predicted position of the worker and the cells occupied
by the worker, as shown in Figure 3(b). The TAC-space
is obtained by stacking the obtained C-spaces along the
time axis, as shown in Figure 3(c). An example of motion
planning performed in the TAC-space by using RRT is
shown inFigure 3(d). Because the predictedmovement of
the worker is reflected in the TAC-space, a collision-free
robot motion can be planned in a dynamic environment.

Because the collision check of the planned motion in
TAC-space is performed at every sampling time and the
motion is re-planned when necessary, the effect of the
motion prediction error is eliminated. The motion pre-
diction error of the worker in the vicinity of the current
location is sufficiently small for calculating a collision-
free trajectory.

Figure 3. Example of motion planning in the TAC-space.
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3. Time-layered C-spaces

When the current robot configuration and the goal con-
figuration with a specified time are given, the current and
predicted positions of the workers are updated. C-space
at each sampling time until the specified time at the goal
configuration is calculated as shown in Figure 4(a). The
TAC-space is then obtained by stacking the current and
predicted futureC-spaces along the time axis, as shown in
Figure 4(b). To make the trajectory search efficient in the
TAC-space using sampling-based methods, such as RRT
and PRM, we propose TLC-spaces in this section. TLC-
spaces comprise the C-spaces of the TAC-space selected
for trajectory planning. The C-spaces used for trajectory
planning are selected in the following three steps.

The first step is to remove similar, consecutive C-
spaces from the TAC-space, as shown in Figure 4(c).
When all the workers do not move from their cells for
a certain period, their C-spaces during that period will
be the same. To reduce the search space in the TAC-
space, we remove similar C-spaces that do not change

for a certain period. The second step is to select a search
area in each remaining C-space necessary for trajectory
planning. The area reachable by the robot from the cur-
rent configuration in each C-space is calculated using
constraints on robot velocity/acceleration.

Although theTLC-space can be applied to a robotwith
n degrees of freedom by considering the workspace as a
collection of square poles, we consider a planar manip-
ulator with two degrees of freedom for the sake of sim-
plicity. Table 1 shows a list of symbols which is using in
math formulas described below. Let the ith C-space be
the current or predicted C-space at time ti. Additionally,
let the jth C-space be the predicted C-space at time tj
(ti < tj). Consider a search area in the jth C-space when
we plan a trajectory in the TLC-space from a configura-
tion qi ∈ R

2 in the ith C-space. Let qi,m denote the mth
element of qi ∈ R

2 and q̇i,m denote the time derivative of
qi,m at time ti (m = 1, 2). Let qj,m denote themth element
of qj ∈ R

2 and q̇j,m denote the time derivative of qj,m at
time tj (m = 1, 2). Let the maximum acceleration of qm

Figure 4. Construction of TLC-spaces.
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Table 1. List of description of symbols.

Symbol Description

q robot configuration
t time
qm mth element of robot configuration
q̇m velocity of qm
q̈m acceleration of qm
q̇max
m maximum velocity of qm
q̈max
m maximum acceleration of qm
qi arbitrary configuration of the robot in time ti
qi,m mth element of robot configuration qi
q̇i,m velocity of qi,m
q̈i,m acceleration of qi,m
qj arbitrary configuration of the robot in time tj
qj,m mth element of robot configuration qj
q̇j,m velocity of qj,m
q̈j,m acceleration of qj,m
qgoal robot goal configuration
tgoal target goal time
qgoal,m mth element of robot goal configuration qgoal
qstart robot start configuration
qstart,m mth element of robot start configuration qstart
ξ(t) robot trajectory in the C-space
ξ̇(t) velocity of robot trajectory in the C-space
ξ̈(t) acceleration of robot trajectory in the C-space

(themth element of robot configuration q in its C-space)
be q̈max

m (a positive constant) and the maximum velocity
of qm be q̇max

m (a positive constant). Accordingly, we have
the following:

|q̇m| ≤ q̇max
m , (1)

|q̈m| ≤ q̈max
m . (2)

The reachable area of configuration qj in the jth C-space
at time tj satisfies the following inequality:

qmin
j,m ≤ qj,m ≤ qmax

j,m , (3)

where,

qmin
j,m = max(q̌min

j,m , q̂min
j,m ) (4)

qmax
j,m = min(q̌max

j,m , q̂max
j,m ), (5)

where q̌min
j,m and q̌max

j,m denote the lower and upper bounds
of qj,m reachable from qi,m, and q̂min

j,m and q̂max
j,m denote

the lower and upper bounds of qj,m reachable to goal
configuration qgoal at the specified time tgoal.

q̌min
j,m and q̌max

j,m are derived as follows:

q̌min
j,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

qi,m + q̇i,m(tj − ti)

−1
2
q̈max
m (tj − ti)2 (tj < t−acc,i,m)

qi,m − q̇max
m (tj − t−acc,i,m)

+q̇i,m(t−acc,i,m − ti)

−1
2
q̈max
m (t−acc,i,m − ti)2 (otherwise),

(6)

q̌max
j,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

qi,m + q̇i,m(tj − ti)

+1
2
q̈max
m (tj − ti)2 (tj < t+acc,i,m)

qi,m + q̇max
m (tj − t+acc,i,m)

+q̇i,m(t+acc,i,m − ti)

+1
2
q̈max
m (t+acc,i,m − ti)2 (otherwise),

(7)

where,

t−acc,i,m = q̇max
m + q̇i,m
q̈max
m

+ ti, (8)

t+acc,i,m = q̇max
m − q̇i,m
q̈max
m

+ ti. (9)

With the minimum and maximum accelerations, q̈m =
−q̈max

m and q̈m = q̈max
m , the velocity of robot configura-

tion q̇m reaches its minimum and maximum at times
t = t−acc,i,m and t = t+acc,i,m, as shown in Figure 5(a).

At the goal configuration, we have

qm(tgoal) = qgoal,m, (10)

and the velocity and acceleration are zero, that is,

q̇m(tgoal) = 0, (11)

q̈m(tgoal) = 0. (12)

Under these conditions, q̂min
j,m and q̂max

j,m are derived as
follows:

q̂min
j,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

qgoal,m

−1
2
q̈i,m(tgoal − tj)2 (tj > tgoalacc,m)

qgoal,m − q̇i,m(tgoal − tj)
(tgoalacc,m − tj)

−1
2
q̈i,m(tgoal − tgoalacc,m)2 (otherwise),

(13)

q̂max
j,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

qgoal,m

+1
2
q̈i,m(tgoal − tj)2 (tj > tgoalacc,m)

qgoal,m + q̇i,m(tgoal − tj)
(tgoalacc,m − tj)
+ 1

2 q̈i,m(tgoal − tgoalacc,m)2 (otherwise),
(14)

where qgoal,m denotes the mth element of qgoal and tgoalacc,m
denotes the latest time to start to reduce the velocity from
its maximum or to increase the velocity to reach the goal
with both the velocity and acceleration as zero, as shown
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Figure 5. Reachable configuration from the ith C-spaces to the jth C-space (j> i) under velocity and acceleration constraints.

in Figure 5(b). The time tgoalacc,m is calculated as follows:

tgoalacc,m = tgoal − q̇max
m
q̈max
m

. (15)

The search space is reduced by performing a search
in the jth C-space only for configurations that satisfy
inequality (3).

The third step is to remove the C-spaces with low
probabilities of collisions with obstacles. To investigate
the probability of collisions, random sampling scheme
is applied only to the search area of each selected C-
space, as previously mentioned. If the probability of
collision in the search space of a C-space is low, then
that C-space is not considered for trajectory planning.
Conversely, if the number of samples in a C-obstacle
area exceeds an empirically obtained threshold, the cor-
responding C-space is selected for trajectory planning.
Note that we use random sampling scheme to per-
form collision checking when extending a trajectory
during the proposed trajectory planning, as will be
shown in Section 4. Through these three steps, from
the TAC-space, we select the relevant C-spaces used
for trajectory planning, following which we construct
TLC-spaces.

4. Trajectory planning in TLC-spaces

A collision-free trajectory-planning method in the TLC-
space is proposed in this section. The outline of the pro-
posed method is shown in Figure 6. The positions of the
workers and the robot configuration are updated, and the
TAC-space is constructed for each sampling time. The
collision of the current trajectory in the updated TAC-
space is checked from the current time. If no collision
is detected from the currently planned trajectory in each

C-space to the goal, then the currently planned trajectory
is used as it is.

If the collision of the current trajectory with C-
obstacles in some C-space of the TAC-space is detected,
then a TLC-space from the current configuration to the
goal configuration is constructed. The search area in each
C-space of the TLC-space is determined as described in
the previous section. Random sampling scheme is then
applied to C-spaces from the initial C-space to the final
C-space of the TLC-space along the time axis. The trajec-
tory is planned from the initial configuration in the initial
C-space of the TLC-space to the goal configuration, as
described in the following.

(1) In the ith C-space, randomly select a certain num-
ber of configurations from the configurations whose
trajectory is connected with the initial configura-
tion. Note that in the beginning, only the initial
configuration (current configuration) exists.

(2) Interpolate between one of the selected configura-
tions in the ith C-space and the goal configuration,
and then generate a trajectory. This step is a kind of
a goal-bias often used to planmotion planning using
RRT. The trajectory planning process is terminated
upon the generation of a feasible trajectory.

(3) If the interpolation between each of the selected
configurations in the ith C-space and the goal con-
figuration failed, then randomly sample a certain
number of configurations inside the search area of
the (i + 1)th C-space.

(4) Extend the search tree from the configurations in the
ith C-space to all the randomly sampled configura-
tions in the (i + 1)th C-space by interpolation.

(5) Repeat Steps 2–4 until a feasible trajectory is gener-
ated or the sampling number exceeds the specified
maximum sampling number.
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Figure 6. Outline of trajectory planning using the TLC-spaces. (1) Construct TLC-spaces from the TAC-space. (2) Determine the search
area for trajectory extension with velocity/acceleration constraints. (3) Sample the path points randomly in each C-space of the TLC-
spaces. (4) The trajectory search terminates upon the generation of a feasible trajectory by interpolating path points with a 5th-order
polynomial.

The interpolation of the mth elements of the config-
urations qi,m and qj,m (j = i+ 1 or goal) is performed
using the following fifth-order polynomial.

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ξ(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t2 + a3t3 + a4t4 + a5t5

ξ̇(t) = a1 + 2a2t + 3a3t2 + 4a4t3 + 5a5t4

ξ̈(t) = 2a2 + 6a3t + 12a4t2 + 20a5t3,
(16)

where a0, . . . , a5 denote coefficients derived from the
initial and terminal conditions as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ξm(ti) = qi,m
ξ̇m(ti) = q̇i,m
ξ̈m(ti) = q̈i,m
ξm(tj) = qj,m
ξ̇m(tj) = q̇j,m
ξ̈m(tj) = q̈j,m.

(17)

Note that for the start and goal configuration, i.e. when
ti = 0 and tj = tgoal, the following terminal conditions

are given: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ξm(0) = qstart,m
ξ̇m(0) = 0
ξ̈m(0) = 0
ξm(tgoal) = qgoal,m
ξ̇m(tgoal) = 0
ξ̈m(tgoal) = 0.

(18)

Additionally, a0, . . . , a5 are derived as follows:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a0 = qi
a1 = q̇i
a2 = q̈i/2

a3 =

20qj − 20qi − (8q̇j + 12q̇i)�ti,j
−(q̈j − 3q̈i)�t2i,j

2�t3i,j

a4 =

−30qj + 30qi + (14q̇j + 16q̇i)�ti,j
−(2q̈j − 3q̈i)�t2i,j

2�t4i,j

a5 =
12qj − 12qi − (6q̇j + 6q̇i)�ti,j + (q̈j − q̈i)�t2i,j

2�t5i,j
,

(19)
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where �ti,j = tj − ti.
The terminal conditions except those of the goal con-

figuration are not given a priori. To use the fifth-order
polynomial for the interpolation, wemust determine q̇j,m
and q̈j,m. Let us consider how to determine q̇j,m first. To
simplify the implementation, we select q̇j,m as follows:

q̇j,m = vstart,m(tj, qj,m)Tstart(tj) + vgoal,m(tj, qj,m)Tgoal(tj).
(20)

where,

vstart,m(tj, qj,m) = qj,m − qstart,m
tj

, (21)

Tstart(tj) = 1 − tj
tgoal

= tgoal − tj
tgoal

, (22)

vgoal,m(tj, qj,m) = qgoal,m − qj,m
tgoal − tj

, (23)

Tgoal(tj) = 1 − tgoal − tj
tgoal

= tj
tgoal

. (24)

The velocity q̇j,m is the weighted average of the average
velocity from the start configuration to sampling point
and the average velocity from the sampling point to goal
configuration. Substituting Equations (21), (22), (23),
and (24) into Equation (20), we have the following:

q̇j,m = (qj,m − qstart,m)(tgoal − tj)
qj,mtgoal

+ (qgoal,m − qj,m)tj
(tgoal − tj)tgoal

= 1
tgoal

{
(qj,m − qstart,m)

tgoal − tj
tj

+ (qgoal,m − qj,m)
tj

tgoal − tj

}
. (25)

The acceleration q̈j,m is chosen to be zero, i.e. q̈j,m =
0, to avoid excessive change in velocity at the selected
configuration. Using these boundary conditions, we can
smoothly interpolate two configurations.

5. Experiments

We used PaDY to perform experiments. Figure 7 shows
the experimental environment, which consists of PaDY
with a tool and parts, a white body of a vehicle, to which
the parts are attached, and a laser-range-finder (LRF).
The positions of the workers were updated every 30ms
using LRF. The LRF is placed to avoid occlusion for the
given experimental tasks. In the actual environment, the
possible occlusions could be avoided by using multiple
LRFs [7, 10]. Please refer to [7] for more details about the
experimental environments.

Similar to an actual assembly process in an automo-
bile production system, three tasks were performed in

Figure 7. Experimental environment.

Figure 8. Execution point of three tasks.

an experimental assembly process. Each task was per-
formed for a different part of the vehicle body, as shown in
Figure 8. In this process, the main worker was supposed
to insert four rubber parts into holes of the body (Task 1),
attach four plastic parts to the body (Task 2), and insert
and tighten two bolts (Task 3).

PaDY began tomove based on the predictedmotion of
the worker; accordingly, it arrived at the execution point
of each task when the worker arrived there. Another
worker intentionally cut across the path of PaDY in the
experiment. The motion trajectory of the main worker
was predicted by using a Markov model, and that of the
other worker was predicted by using a Kalman filter, as
explained in Section 2.2. PaDY arrived at each position
in the workspace with 3.0 s after it started to move from
its home position. After the delivery of parts/tools to the
worker, it returned to the home position with 3.0 s to
avoid possible collisions with theworkers. Themaximum
angular velocity and maximum angular acceleration of
each joint of PaDYwere 120◦/s and 180◦/s2, respectively.

The positions of the workers were updated every
30ms. When constructing TLC-spaces, collisions with
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C-obstacles were checked for each C-space, following
which that particular C-space was selected for path plan-
ning if more than 10% of the 50 sampling points were
located inside the C-obstacles.

The computation time required for planning trajec-
tory using the proposed method was compared with that
required for planning trajectory using the TAC-space.
Parts assembly tasks were performed using PaDY in the
experimental environment, and they were similar to the
actual assembly work of an automobile factory. The tra-
jectory planning was performed using a PC with an Intel
Core i7-6700K processor, 32GB RAM, and Windows
10OS.

The proposed method using TLC-spaces described
in Section 4 was compared with the motion planning
method using TAC-space. RRT was used for the tra-
jectory planning in the TAC-space. To evaluate the
trajectory-planning methods, the following six scenarios
were selected.

When the main worker moves from its initial position
to Task 1, the following three scenarios are considered.
In these scenarios, PaDY starts to move to the delivery
position for Task 1, when the main worker is predicted to
reach Task 1 position within three seconds.

Scenario 1: Only the main worker moves to Task 1
position in the vicinity of the possible path
of PaDY from its initial position to the
delivery position. The possibility of col-
lision between the PaDY and the main
worker is high.

Scenario 2: The other worker moves at an average
velocity of 0.9m/s in front of PaDY from
left to right to intentionally in the vicinity

of the possible path of PaDY. Although the
possibility of collision between the PaDY
and the workers seems high, C-obstacles
in the PaDY’s TAC space can be easily
avoided as shown in Figure 9.

Scenario 3: The other worker moves at an average
velocity of 0.9m/s in front of PaDY from
right to left to intentionally in the vicinity
of the possible path of PaDY. The possibil-
ity of collision between the PaDY and the
workers is high.

When the main worker moves from Task 1 to
Task 2, the following three scenarios are consid-
ered. In these scenarios, PaDY starts to move to the
delivery position for Task 2, when the main worker
is predicted to reach Task 2 position within three
seconds.

Scenario 4: Only the main worker moves to Task. In
this case, there is no possibility of a colli-
sion between PaDY and the main worker.

Scenario 5: The other worker moves at an average
velocity of 0.9m/s in front of PaDY from
left to right to intentionally in the vicinity
of the possible path of PaDY. The possibil-
ity of collision between the PaDY and the
workers is high.

Scenario 6: The other worker moves at an average
velocity of 0.9m/s in front of PaDY from
right to left to intentionally in the vicinity
of the possible path of PaDY. The possibil-
ity of collision between the PaDY and the
workers is high.

Figure 9. Six TAC-spaces used in the comparative experiments.
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First, we asked the workers to emulate the tasks with-
out the support of PaDY for the above-mentioned six
scenarios. Themotion of theworkers, whichwas detected
by LRF every 30ms, were recorded for generating the
TAC-space for simulation experiments. The TAC-space
for each scenario used for the simulation experiments is
shown in Figure 9.

An example of trajectories planned using the proposed
method for each TAC-space is shown in Figure 10. For
comparison, an example of trajectories planned using
RRT for each TAC-space is shown in Figure 11. From
these figures, the collision-free trajectories seem to have
been successfully generated using both methods. This is
because the computation time has not been considered

Figure 10. Examples of trajectories generated in the TLC-space.

Figure 11. Examples of trajectories generated in the TAC-space using RRT.
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for the results shown in Figures 10 and 11. That is, the tra-
jectory generation has been repeated until the collision-
free trajectory is generated.

In our system, we consider it a success if a collision-
free trajectory is generated within 20ms. The success
rate of the trajectory planning was calculated for 10,000
different simulations. Table 2 presents the success rate

Table 2. Success rate and computation time of the proposed
method for each scenario.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 Avg.

Success rate (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Computation
time (ms)

Average 1.11 1.10 1.17 0.41 0.65 0.72 0.86
Variance 1.02 0.84 0.92 0.03 0.13 0.72 –

Table 3. Success rate and computation time of the method that
searches for trajectories in the entire TAC-space for each scenario.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 Avg.

Success rate (%) 97.69 100 99.08 100 100 100 99.46
Computation
time (ms)

Average 5.02 0.63 4.13 0.07 0.67 2.02 2.09
Variance 23.78 0.35 16.86 0.00 0.47 4.01 –

and computation time of the proposed method for each
scenario and Table 3 presents the success rate and com-
putation time using RRT for the TAC-space for each
scenario.

One can see that the success rate of the method using
the conventional RRT is not 100% for Scenarios 1 and
3, although the success rate of the proposed method is
100% for all of the scenarios including Scenarios 1 and 3.
The results show that the proposed method can generate
collision-free trajectories more reliably.

Let us compare the computation time. The computa-
tion time of the proposed method for Scenarios 1, 3, 5,
and 6 are shorter than those of using RRT for TAC-space,
but the computation time for Scenarios 2 and 4 are longer
than those of using RRT for TAC-space.

In Scenario 2, the other worker moved from left to
right in the workspace when the main worker was mov-
ing from the initial position to Task 1 execution point.
In this case, the possible interference of the other worker
with the path of PaDY was small, and thus planning the
trajectory was easy. In Scenario 4, there was no possibility

Figure 12. Human–robot collaborative work experiment.
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Figure 13. Generated TLC-spaces and calculated trajectory for PaDY during the experiment shown in Figure 12.

of collisions between the worker and PaDY because Task
2 was performed far from the trajectory of PaDY. In these
Scenarios, the computation time required for construct-
ing the TLC-space made the computation time longer
than that of the case using RRT for the TAC-space.

As previously mentioned, the use of the TLC-space is
more effective in a complicated situation wherein PaDY
might collide with workers. The variance of the com-
putation time for each scenario using the TLC-spaces is
considerably smaller than that using the TAC-space. This
shows that the proposed method is more reliable and can
effectively plan the trajectory even if the environment is
crowded for motion planning.

The proposed method is also evaluated in the real
environment described at the beginning of this section.
Figure 12 shows an example of the experimental results
for Scenarios 1 and 6. These scenarios were selected
because they were the most difficult ones for motion
planning, as determined fromprevious simulation exper-
iments. In the experiment shown in Figure 12, the worker
entered the workspace at around the 20th second and
interrupted the path of PaDY from the 20th to 22nd sec-
onds. However, PaDY successfully delivered parts and a
tool to the main worker without colliding with the other
worker.

Figure 13 shows the generated TLC-spaces and the
planned trajectories during the experiment. The TAC-
space, which is generated at each sampling time, is used
to predict whether a collision would occur between the
workers and robot. Only when a collision is predicted
in the TAC-space, TLC-spaces are generated to re-plan
the robot trajectory. Some of the results of the trajectory
planning in Scenarios 1 and 6 are shown inFigure 13(a,b),

respectively. The trajectory was re-planned eight times at
around the 2nd or 3rd second because the main worker
was moving in the workspace and changed his position,
as shown in Figure 13(a).

During Scenario 6, after the trajectory was planned at
around the 20th second, the trajectory was not further
planned. This is because the main worker was moving
from Task 1 to Task 2, both of which were far away from
PaDY, and also the other worker left the path of PaDY
at around the 23rd second. The predicted motion of the
other worker at around the 20th second was sufficiently
precise, and thus the planned trajectory was used without
re-planning.

6. Conclusions

A reactive motion planning using TLC-spaces was pro-
posed. TLC-spaces are the collection of only those C-
spaces in the TAC-space that are relevant to the motion
planning withmoving obstacles (workers). The proposed
trajectory-planning method, which searches the trajec-
tory in the TLC-space using a random sampling scheme,
reduced the computation time required for the trajec-
tory search by using the entire TAC-space. Although the
proposed concept was applied to PaDY, which has two
degrees of freedom, the concept of reducing the search
space can be easily extended to a collaborative robot with
more than two degrees of freedom.

The simulation experiments showed that the average
computation time for all the scenarios using the TLC-
space was shorter than the computation time required
using the TAC-space. The average computation time
required for trajectory planning using TLC-spaces for
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each scenario was less than 2ms. The success rates of
motion planning using the TLC-spaces for the six sce-
narios were 100%, although those using the TAC-space
for Scenarios 1 and 3 were less than 100%. The exper-
imental results obtained using PaDY showed that the
proposed method is applicable to a collaborative robot in
an environment with two workers.

The PaDY used in this study had only two degrees
of freedom and was not an industrial robot as per the
ISO standard. However, if a PaDY has more than two
degrees of freedom, we must comply with the ISO safety
standards. To comply with the ISO safety standards, the
maximum robot velocity should be selected according to
its distance from workers, although the maximum veloc-
ity of each joint was assumed to be constant in this study.
This is left for the future work.
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